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Portico Format Monitoring and Migration Policy

1. Policy Statement

1.1. Portico's primary preservation methodology is migration, which involves transitioning content
from one file format to another as technology changes and as file formats become obsolete.

○ In all cases where a migration is performed, the original asset will be preserved along
with the transformed asset.

○ All assets produced by the migration will be validated and assigned a format preservation
level.

○ Any source asset which cannot be transformed into a valid instance of the target format
will continue to be preserved at bit-level.

○ All metadata associated with the original and the transformed asset, the event metadata
associated with the migration, and the association between the original and the
transformed asset will also be preserved.

○ Portico can imagine scenarios where, in the course of a sequence of migrations,
intermediate migration artifacts might not be retained. For example, a later migration
might take the original artifact, which has already undergone migration one or more
times, and directly migrate that original to a new format. In such a case, Portico might
choose not to retain the products of the earlier migrations.

○ In general, a format typically means a file format as commonly understood. However,
should we find that the same file format necessitates different preservation approaches
depending on either the context (provider or consumer community) or the content-type
(e.g. journal article, digitized book) of the asset, we will develop a separate format
preservation strategy for different context and content types in the same file format.

○ Although Portico currently does not use emulation as a preservation strategy, we
recognize that for some complex file formats there is no feasible migration path that
could be performed at scale and at reasonable cost. We will therefore continue to monitor
the efforts of other digital repositories that are developing emulation technology as part
of their preservation strategies and test new rendition technologies for potential
integration into the Portico infrastructure as they emerge.

1.2. Portico currently has a wide variety of file formats represented in the archive - many as
supplements to journal articles. Due to this variety it is not feasible to monitor all types for
migration. Portico will therefore decide when and how to migrate files based upon a variety of
criteria including, but not limited to:

○ Preservation commitments made to the content provider.
○ Whether the format is in broad use by the general public.
○ How other preservation services are managing files of this format.
○ The preservation needs of the content-type.
○ The functional unit of the file.
○ The percentage of the archive impacted.
○ Portico’s need to manage the content in the archive.

The only two migrations routinely performed on content are:
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1. To migrate supplied mark-up files (e.g., XML) in the e-journal content-type to a Portico
profile of JATS. This migration allows Portico to manage the corpus of e-journal content
uniformly and to quickly trigger this content and make it available for use. We also
migrate the supplied mark-up files in the e-book content type to a Portico profile of BITS.
However, when e-book markup is contained within a standard e-book format (e.g.,
EPUB), Portico may choose not to migrate those files, but rather extract bibliographic
metadata as needed for archive administration.

2. To migrate the content provider’s packaging to the Portico content model.

Both of these migrations are documented in the Turnover Document (a type of Format Action
Plan) associated with each stream of content from a specific content provider.

1.3. Portico will monitor technical developments in the digital preservation community in file
format characterization, automated risk assessment, and emulation as a mode of format
preservation. Portico will monitor the status of formats that meet the criteria described in 1.2,
and will periodically:

○ assess the current risk status of the file format, and the impact of that risk on the
archive as a whole

○ review migration options available for the format, and assess the risks and benefits of
each option

○ recommend that format action be taken (Note that research into the file format and
alternative preservation choices might lead us to determine that no action can or should
be taken.)

○ assign responsibility for the format action to be taken
○ review the results of the format action taken

1.4. The following criteria will form the basis for selection of a target format for migration of an
at-risk format:

○ Portico will prefer a target format that most completely captures the content, structure,
behavior, and other features of the source file format.

○ Portico will prefer file formats with complete specifications and with tools for validating
technical conformance of a file to the format. These specifications and tools should be
freely available, with a preference given for open standards with a reference
implementation.

○ Portico will prefer file formats well-established in the communities of those who create
and/or use the assets of the archive.

○ Portico will prefer stable file formats, not subject to frequent version changes, with
backward-compatible new versions.

○ Portico will prefer file formats for which there is readily available expertise.
○ Portico will prefer file formats in which the digital representation is open to direct human

inspection or to evaluation with basic tools.
○ Portico will prefer file formats with self-documentation or inherent metadata.
○ Portico will prefer file formats with the fewest external dependencies (e.g. operating

system, rendering tools) and with the greatest ease of interchange amongst different
systems.
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○ Portico will prefer file formats unencumbered by patent, license, or other legal
restrictions.

○ Portico will prefer file formats unencumbered by encryption or other technical protection
mechanisms.

○ Portico will prefer file formats for which a cost-effective migration engine exists or can
be developed. Portico will prefer that such engines be open and freely available.

1.5. The following criteria will form the basis for selection of tools for migration of an at-risk
format:

○ Portico will prefer tools which accurately preserve the content, structure, appearance,
context, behavior, and ability to render the source file.

○ Portico will consider the configuration capabilities of any tool.
○ Portico will consider the performance of the tool, both in terms of the size of the

resulting file and the time to perform the migration.
○ Portico will consider the batch and automation capabilities of any tool.
○ Portico will consider the logging features of the tool.
○ Portico will consider the transparency of any error messages produced by the tool, and

the ability to map those messages to the features of the source and target formats.
○ Portico will prefer tools that are transparent (particularly open-source tools), economical,

and that have a robust development community.

1.6. Portico will preserve the preservation action event metadata and any metadata necessary to
associate the source and target file. The preservation action metadata will detail the
configuration, settings, tool version, and environment in which the tool is employed in the
course of a migration.

1.7. Portico will retain any relevant format specification documentation used in assessing format
risk and target format choice, so long as that retention does not conflict with any legal
restrictions on that documentation.

1.8. Portico will retain any relevant migration tool documentation, so long as that retention does
not conflict with any legal restrictions on that documentation.

2. Implementation Examples

2.1. Format migration at ingest

○ Assets submitted in certain file formats (for example, journal article metadata files in
proprietary publisher XML or SGML formats) are migrated during ingestion workflows
before an archive preservation level is set for the asset. The original file is preserved in
the archive, along with the migrated file. There is a specification of the migration to be
performed for each file format to be migrated in the profile associated with the asset
submitted for ingest into the archive. All technical metadata about the original and
transformed asset, along with any event metadata associated with the migration, are
maintained in the metadata associated with the asset, along with the association between
the original and transformed file. All original assets, along with any assets produced as
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the result of ingest migration, are assigned an archive preservation level upon ingest to
the archive.

○ In such transformations, any text generated by Portico is clearly marked as such in the
transformed asset. Please see the Portico JATS and BITS DTD documentation for a
complete discussion of Portico’s policy and procedures for generated text in normalized
XML.

○ Portico maintains an archive copy of any publisher DTD or schema of which the
publisher-provided XML or SGML object is an instance. The publisher-provided asset is
validated against that DTD or schema, and the results of that validation are stored in the
technical metadata associated with the asset.

2.2. Technology Watch

○ Portico has designated a Research Developer to perform monitoring of technical
developments in the digital preservation community in file format characterization,
automated risk assessment, and emulation as a mode of format preservation.

3. Definitions

3.1. Preservation Levels. Upon ingest into the archive, all file assets are assigned one of three
preservation levels at which the archived asset will be maintained:

○ fully supported (Portico will maintain the intellectual content of this file for the long term)

○ reasonable-effort (Portico will attempt to maintain the intellectual content of this file for the
long term, but we cannot guarantee success)

○ byte-preserve (Portico will maintain the file for the long term. We will not migrate or
normalize the file, and Portico cannot guarantee the usability of the file now or in the future)

The preservation level is determined by format validity and by the preservation policy specified
for that format for each provider. A defective file cannot be fully supported; at best, Portico
can only promise reasonable effort.

The preservation level is declared and maintained in the metadata associated with the asset.

It is recognized that the preservation level, as derived from format validation tools, is only as
accurate as the validation tools. Files will sometimes be incorrectly labeled. Preservation level
also does not determine whether a file works or not - files that are correctly labeled as invalid
may function perfectly. For this reason, the preservation level is treated as useful data to
assist with file analysis, collection management, and to indicate / explain why a file may not
behave as expected. It does not, however, change how that file is managed compared to
others of the same type in the same collection. Portico will continue to track research into
tools that improve our understanding of the quality and viability of the content.

Preservation levels are not necessarily final. Over time, as tools improve, the archive grows,
and our expertise increases in new areas, Portico may reprocess files and reassign
preservation levels. The Portico archive is not static.
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4. Document History

4.1. Approved by: Kate Wittenberg

4.2. Last Review Date: 8/7/2023

4.3. Reviewed by: Amy Kirchhoff, Karen Hanson, Kate Wittenberg, Sandra Parr

4.4. Change history:

Version Date Change Author
0.1 06/04/2009 Drafted document Sheila Morrissey
0.2 07/07/2009 Edited and applied new template Sheila Morrissey
0.3 07/27/2009 Incorporate Stephanie’s edits Sheila Morrissey
1.0* 7/28/2009 Slight modifications to use the preferred

term “migration” over normalization and
added in the section on why we might
choose to migrate.

Amy Kirchhoff

1.1* 7/29/2009 Synched with E-Journal content type action
plan.

Amy Kirchhoff

1.2* 8/5/2009 Added Reviewed by line and slight copy
editing.

Amy Kirchhoff

1.3* 8/12/2009 Made EGF’s changes. Amy Kirchhoff
1.3.1 4/4/2011 Updated the logo Amy Kirchhoff
1.4* 3/27/2015 Minor editing to reflect JATS and BITS Amy Kirchhoff,

Sheila Morrissey
1.5* 8/7/2023 Add note on emulation, clarified

preservation level meaning, and other
minor edits.

Karen Hanson

* An approved version of this document.
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